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Abstract
Due to the confusing scoring system and rules of the popular lawn game cornhole, many novice and avid
players have difficulty accurately keeping score on a consistent basis. To alleviate this problem, the
Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System implements technology that eliminates the need to keep score
manually in a game of cornhole. Two cornhole boards, configured with the score keeping system, are able
to accurately keep score for both teams throughout the entirety of the game. Each score keeping system
communicates through BLE, giving players access to the score of their game from an external scoreboard.
Both boards are able to precisely detect if a bag lands on the board, goes through the hole on the board, or
completely misses the board. After each successive round, an “end round” button is pressed by the user and
the system updates each team's score (if applicable) based on the official cornhole scoring and rules system.
After the completion of a game, both boards reset each score back to zero. With the Automated Cornhole
Score Keeping System, games run more smoothly and eliminate the chance of any scorekeeping errors.

Chapter 1: Introduction
To get an idea of how the popular lawn game Cornhole is played, it is necessary to explain the basic rules.
Unlike many games, Cornhole uses a method of scoring known as the “cancellation” method. Under this
scoring system only one team can score per round [1]. If a team’s bag toss lands on the board, the team is
awarded 1 point [1]. If a team’s bag toss lands inside the hole on the board, the team is awarded 3 points
[1]. After each team has thrown all 4 of their bags, the winning team's score is calculated from the
“cancellation” method [1].
Due to this confusing scoring system, many novices and avid Cornhole players have difficulty accurately
keeping score on a consistent basis. The Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System’s main goal is to
create a fully electronic scoring experience that completely eliminates the use of manual score keeping.
With the use of Bluetooth Low Energy technology, the Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System creates
a wireless, user-friendly system that eases the difficulty of score keeping and increases overall game flow
[2]. An RFID Reader, along with a UHF RFID Antenna, create a system able to detect both teams'
individual-colored bags and the multiple toss outcomes that can occur. The RFID system [3] and a
Bluetooth mesh network [4] are interfaced to display live scores directly on an external scoreboard on each
board.
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Cornhole can be a complicated game to play when it comes to score keeping. Score tracking errors are
extremely prevalent and can ruin the fun for both teams. The use of the Automated Cornhole Score Keeping
System rids the game of these frequent miscalculations, providing a far more efficient and enjoyable
experience when playing Cornhole.
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Chapter 2: Customer Needs, Requirements, and Specifications
Customer Needs Assessment
Due to the complexity of the standard scoring system in cornhole, Cypress Semiconductor is looking for a
user-friendly score keeping system that can keep track of scores automatically. The need for this product
has developed due to the continuing struggles among players when it comes to keeping score manually
throughout a game. Because different “tosses” in a game of cornhole can result in several possible point
values, a beginning player can get lost very easily when it comes to keeping score. An automatic scoring
system alleviates any confusion and resolves any discrepancies among players.
Requirements and Specifications
The Requirements and Specifications for the Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System assure that
customer needs are met. Each system must have a size requirement due to the dimensions of a standard
cornhole board and be installed to not interfere with the game play. To ensure that the system completely
eliminates the user from having to manually keep score, all possible outcomes from a bag toss must be
detected with substantial accuracy. The system should be powered internally to eliminate the use of power
cords and increase convenience when it comes to playing in any environment. Finally, because cornhole is
a very popular outdoor game, the system must be able to operate in normal weather conditions. Table I
shows the requirements and specifications necessary for the system.
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TABLE I: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Marketing
Requirements

Engineering Specifications

Justification

1

The automated cornhole board must be
capable of incrementing a team’s score
by three points when a bag is tossed
through the hole [1].

In order to determine the correct point
value for each toss, it is necessary for the
system to accurately detect when a bag is
tossed through the hole [1].

1

The automated cornhole board must be
capable of incrementing a team’s score
by one point when a bag lands on the
board [1].

In order to determine the correct point
value for each toss, it is necessary for the
system to accurately detect when a bag is
tossed and lands on the board [1].

1

The automated cornhole board must be
capable of detecting the team that is
currently tossing [1].

In order to increment the proper team’s
score, the system needs to be capable of
differentiating between both team’s bags
[2].

3

The addition of the automatic scoring
system will not increase the weight of a
standard cornhole set by more than ten
pounds.

The boards should be light enough for
players to carry with minimal difficulty.

4

The automated cornhole board must be
able to detect position of bag for each
toss with an accuracy of 90%.

The system must have a high accuracy if
it is to be considered “automated”. It is
reasonable to assume that the RFID
reader will have inaccuracies at times
and miss a specific bag toss outcome.

5

The automated cornhole board’s length
and width measurements must fit these
guidelines [1]: “48 inches” long by “24
inches” wide, the front must be “3-4
inches” high, and the back must be “12
inches” high.

The American Cornhole Association
specifies these dimensions for official
cornhole boards [1].

2

Radio frequencies between [3] “2400 to
2438.5 MHz” induced by a “low-power
signal” with “100 mW” power at most.

According to Graham Roth’s PH250
course at Stanford University, these
numbers provide standard specifications
for Bluetooth signals and devices. The
project utilizes a low power signal, so
these frequencies provide necessary
room for error.
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5, 6

The BLE mesh network
communication range must measure, at
minimum, “45 feet” [1].

The American Cornhole Association [1]
specifies these dimensions as the official
court size for a cornhole game.

7

System must be waterproof and able to
operate in temperatures ranging from 0
to 70° C

The majority of cornhole games are
played outside. Therefore, the system
must be capable of operating in any
weather conditions and meet commercial
electrical devices temperature grade.

8

A scoreboard above both cornhole
boards will display the score after each
round

This allows spectators on all sides of the
court the ability to see the score easily.

8

Mobile devices display updated scores
after each round.

This allows spectators to view updated
scores when each scoreboard is not
visible.

9

All system components exist on the
bottom or side of the cornhole board
[1].

In order to maintain the standards for an
official cornhole board, all system
components must exist in locations that
will not interfere with gameplay.

Marketing Requirements
1. Determine which team scores and by how much
2. System uses BLE mesh network to interface with other devices
3. Easy to carry/setup
4. Updates total score after each round
5. Meets the design standards of an official Cornhole game
6. The cornhole boards must communicate with each other
7. Able to operate in normal weather conditions
8. All spectators are able to view the score
9. Esthetically pleasing
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Chapter 3: Functional Decomposition
The Level 0 block diagram for the Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System can be seen below in Figure
1. This illustrates the lowest design level of the system and simply shows that it uses a 5V power supply
and a 3.3V USB to operate and that it takes in RFID tags [5] [6]. Each individual bag is outfitted with two
of its own RFID tags, which allows location tracking of each bag. There are also 5 tactile button switches
used as inputs to the system. These buttons mark the end of a round, select a specific team, either increment
or decrement the selected teams score, and exit out of the team select mode. Finally, the system outputs
both teams’ scores on scoreboards after the completion of each round. The detailed functional
decomposition for the system is shown in Table II.

Figure 1: Level 0 Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System Design

TABLE II: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 0 FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION

Module

Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System

Inputs

- RFID Tag [5]
- Power Supply: 5 V
- 3.3V USB
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- End of Round Button
- Team Select Button
- End Team Select Button
- Increment Score Button
- Decrement Score Button
Outputs

- Score on Scoreboard: Each individual team’s score after the
completion of each round is displayed on an external scoreboard.

Functionality

When a user tosses a bag, the system determines which team tossed the
bag and if the bag hits, misses, or sinks the board. Data for each toss in a
single round is compiled by the system. Once a round has finished, the
End of Round Button can be pressed, causing the system to output the
updated score for both teams onto an external scoreboard mounted on
each board. If the system updates scores incorrectly, the team select,
increment score, and decrement score buttons can be used to adjust
scores accordingly. Once the score has been manually changed, the End
Team Select Button can be pressed to return to scanning for RFID tags.

The Level 1 block diagram for the system can be seen below in Figure 2. This is a more in depth look at
the overall design and breaks down the system into several modules. Each individual bag is associated with
two of its own RFID tags [5]. Our first design incorporated color detection, but sensing colors requires
precise distances, so the RFID tags were used [7] When a user tosses a bag, an RFID reader [3] determines
if the toss misses, hits, or sinks the board. Using a UHF RFID antenna, the RFID Reader is able to locate
each bag, based on its specific RFID tags, and determine the location of that bag (number of points to
increment tossing teams score by). The RFID Reader outputs toss data after each round to an Arduino Uno.
After a round has completed, a round end button is pressed causing the Arduino Uno to send updated score
data through I2C to a CYW20819 Bluetooth Processor acting as a server module [6]. This module needed
to support Arduino, so a The Bluetooth Server module, using a bluetooth connection, sends the updated
score data to a Bluetooth processor acting as a client module on the opposite cornhole board. Once the
Bluetooth Client has received the updated score data, it sends that data to the scoreboard through I2C. The
scoreboard then displays the current score. If the system outputs an incorrect score, team select, increment
score, and decrement score buttons can be used to manually update the display on each scoreboard. An indepth look at the functionality of each module can be seen in Tables III-VII.
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Figure 2: Level 1 Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System Design

TABLE III: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 1 RFID READER/ANTENNA MODULE

Module

RFID Reader/Antenna

Inputs

- RFID tag

Outputs

- Bag ID to Arduino Uno
- Bag Position to Arduino Uno
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Functionality

The RFID Reader (with the help from a UHF antenna) takes in data
from each RFID tag. The reader determines the specific ID associated
with the RFID tag of the current bag being tossed. Based on each RFID
tag’s signal strength, the reader is able to determine the location of each
bag. The reader outputs the current bag’s ID and location to the
Arduino Uno.

TABLE IV: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 1 ARDUINO UNO MODULE

Module

Arduino Uno

Inputs

- Bag ID from RFID Reader/Antenna
- Bag Position from RFID Reader/Antenna
- 5V Power Supply
- 3.3V USB
- End current round from Round End button
- Change selected team from Team Select Button
- Return from Team Select Mode from End Team Select
- Add 1 to score from Increment Score Button
- Subtract 1 from score from Decrement Score Button

Outputs

- Updated Score (I2C databit) to Bluetooth Server

Functionality

The Arduino Uno takes in each bag ID and position from the RFID
Reader/Antenna. The Arduino holds onto this data until the round end
button is pressed. Once this button is pressed, the Arduino will send the
updated score to the Bluetooth Server. If the score has been calculated
incorrectly by the system, a team select button can be pressed to select
the team’s score that needs to be changed. From there, an increment
score and decrement score button can be pressed to increase or
decrease the selected teams score, respectively. Once the score has
been manually changed, the end team select button is pressed to return
back to the RFID tag scanning mode.

TABLE V: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 1 BLUETOOTH SERVER MODULE

Module

Bluetooth Server

Inputs

- Updated Score (I2C databit) from Arduino Uno
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Outputs

- Updated Score (Bluetooth Connection) to Bluetooth Client

Functionality

Once the round end button has been pressed, the updated score is sent
from the Arduino Uno to the Bluetooth Server through an I2C databit.
The Bluetooth Server outputs the updated score through a bluetooth
connection to the Bluetooth Client.

TABLE VI: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 1 BLUETOOTH CLIENT MODULE

Module

Bluetooth Client

Inputs

- Updated Score (Bluetooth Connection) from Bluetooth Server

Outputs

- Updated Score (I2C databit) to Scoreboard

Functionality

Through a bluetooth connection, the Bluetooth Client is sent the
updated score from the Bluetooth Server. The Bluetooth Client sends
the updated score to the scoreboard through an I2C databit.

TABLE VII: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING LEVEL 1 SCOREBOARD MODULE

Module

Scoreboard

Inputs

- Updated Score (I2C databit) from Bluetooth Client

Outputs

- Score

Functionality

The Scoreboard takes in the updated score from the Bluetooth Client.
The Scoreboard displays the updated score.
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Chapter 4: Project Planning
Figure 3 shows the project timeline for EE 460. The main objective of this timeline is to ensure a complete
project plan is finished by the end of the EE 460 class.

Figure 3: EE 460 Timeline
Figure 4 shows the project timeline for EE 461. This timeline includes the testing of the RFID Reader,
antenna locations, board shielding, and compiling code for constant RFID tracking with the Arduino Uno.

Figure 4: EE 461 Timeline
Figure 5 shows the timeline for EE 462. This timeline includes the design and build of the Bluetooth
interface between boards, the configuration of the scoreboard and all buttons, and the refinement of all code
for the finished system.
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Figure 5: EE 462 Timeline

Table VIII shows the cost estimates for the project. The justification column provides insight on what each
product will be used for in the system. If labor costs are negated, the EE departments $200 contribution will
be able to cover about a third of the estimated cost for the entire project. Design for Electrical and Computer
Engineers by Ford and Coulston provides the cost estimate equations necessary for analysis [8].
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TABLE VIII: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING COST ESTIMATE TABLE

Expense

Cost

Justification

Cost a = $3.50
Cost m = $3.99
Cost b = $4.96
Cost = 3.50 + 4(3.99) + 4.96
-------------------------6
= $4.07

Used to power the system

Cornhole Board

Cost a = $70
Cost m = $100
Cost b = $125
Cost = 70 + 4(100) + 125
-------------------------6
= $99.16

Boards provide a means to
play Cornhole

UHF RFID Antenna (RPTNC)

Cost a = $35
Cost m = $40.00
Cost b = $45
Cost = 35 + 4(40) + 45
-------------------------6
= $40

This antenna allows the
RFID reader to track tags at
any location on the board.

AC/DC Wall Mount
Adapter 5V 10W

Cost a = $220
SparkFun Simultaneous
RFID Reader - M6E Nano Cost m = $224.95
Cost b = $232
Cost = 220 + 4(224.95) + 232
-------------------------6
= $225.3

UHF RFID Tag (Set of 5)

Cost a = $1.50
Cost m = $2.00
Cost b = $2.50
Cost = 1.50 + 4(2.00) + 2.50
-------------------------6
= $2.00 (4)

This RFID reader will be
used to read and locate each
individual bags RFID tag.

These RFID tags will be
used to determine the
location of each individual
team’s bags after each toss.
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Cost a = $35.00
Cost m = $49.00
Cost b = $65.00
Cost = 35 + 4(49) + 65
--------------------6
= $49.34 (2)

This product is used to
create a Bluetooth interface
between each board.

104030003
7 segment display

Cost a = $35.00
Cost m = $44.00
Cost b = $51.00
Cost = 35 + 4(44) + 51
-------------------6
= $43.65 (2)

This product will act as an
external scoreboard used to
display updated scores after
each round.

Tactile Switch Buttons
(12mm square, 6mm tall)
x 10 pack

Cost a = $2.00
Cost m = $2.50
Cost b = $3.00
Cost = 2.00 + 4(2.50) + 3.00
-------------------6
= $2.50

These tactile switch buttons
are used to establish the end
of each round and allow the
user to manually change the
score displayed on the
scoreboards.

Segger J-Link Mini Edu
Bluetooth Debugger

Cost a = $17.00
Cost m = $19.95
Cost b = $22.00
Cost = 17 + 4(19.95) + 22
-------------------6
= $19.95

This product will allow
debugging of bluetooth
server and client code.

CYW20707 Embedded
Bluetooth Processor
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Labor

Cost a = 150 hours
Cost m = 165 hours
Cost b = 180 hours
Cost = 150 + 4(165) + 180
-------------------------6
= 165 hours of work
Hourly rate of $30:
Cost = $4950

Total

The EE 460 Handbook says
the total project should take
a minimum of 150 hours to
complete so that is the most
optimistic estimate. With the
high possibility of running
into problems throughout
the project, the most likely
estimate is around 165
hours. If major problems
arise the most pessimistic
estimate is around 180
hours.

$5530.96

Table XI shows the deliverables for the entirety of the project. These deliverables begin with the first design
review after the completion of project planning, and end with the complete EE 462 Report.

TABLE IX: AUTOMATED CORNHOLE SCORE KEEPING DELIVERABLES

Delivery Date

Deliverable Description

12/4/2020

EE 461 Design Review

1/17/2020

Obtain all parts/components needed for implementation

3/12/2020

EE 461 demo device(s)

3/19/2020

EE 461 report

5/28/2020

EE 462 demo device(s)

5/28/2020

ABET Sr. Project Analysis

6/11/2020

EE 462 Report
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Chapter 5: System Design
5.1 RFID Tracking
In order to develop a system that follows the official rules of cornhole, it was necessary to utilize some
sort of device that could read multiple bag tosses at the same time. RFID tags provide a better way of
tracking information than the color identification systems because color identification systems require
more precise detection for distance than the RFID tags [8]. The ThingMagic Nano stands as the RFID
reader used in the project [9]. The use of motion and color sensors was considered during the early design
process. Using sensor methods to locate bag tosses was ultimately abandoned when considering accuracy
and the cost of each sensor that would be required. Instead, RFID tracking was selected as a suitable
method for the automated scoring system. RFID tracking was ultimately selected based on its accuracy
and immediate location access [9]. In order to implement accurate RFID tracking, multiple pieces of
hardware are needed to ensure the system requirements are met. For the Automated Cornhole Score
Keeping System, a Simultaneous RFID Reader, Ultra High Frequency RFID tags, an Ultra High
Frequency RFID antenna, and aluminum foil shielding were selected to construct a system that would
fulfill the design criteria.
5.1.1 Simultaneous RFID Reader
In order to meet design requirements, the system required an RFID Reader capable of locating multiple
tags at the same time. It was also recognized that the RFID reader must be compatible with an Arduino
Uno board in order to interface with the 7 segment scoreboard and multiple buttons. Based on these
requirements, the Sparkfun Simultaneous RFID Reader - M6E Nano was selected. This reader is capable
of reading 150 tags per second and has an adjustable power output from 0dBm to 27dBm. The ability to
adjust the output power ultimately increases or decreases the range of the RFID reader. This capability
made it possible to ensure that only tags located along the length of the cornhole board (or in the hole of
the board) would be read.
5.1.2 UHF RFID Tags
Two different options were considered when selecting suitable RFID tags for the system. A 16mm RFID
Button compatible with the RFID reader was considered. However, this option was abandoned due to the
relatively small maximum read distance of the buttons (32mm). Based on the required range to cover an
entire cornhole board, it was decided that the UHF RFID Tag would be used. These tags were
recommended by Sparkfun to use with the Simultaneous RFID Reader and brought several advantages.
Not only are these tags paper-thin, but each one is outfitted with its own TID (Truly Unique ID). This
feature allowed a convenient way to assign each bag its own tag, making it easy to identify which team
had tossed that specific bag.
5.1.3 UHF RFID Antenna
It was necessary to include an external antenna in the system in order to increase the range of the RFID
reader to cover the entire cornhole board. The RFID Reader has its own internal antenna, but the range
was only about 1 foot which was not enough to reach across the length of the cornhole board. Sparkfun
recommended using a linear polarized UHF RFID antenna in order to increase the reader’s range. The
antenna has a frequency range of 860-960 MHz with a gain of 6dBi. This antenna was compatible with
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both the RFID reader and RFID tags and allowed the read range to be increased up to 16 feet, more than
enough to cover the entirety of the cornhole board.
5.1.4 Aluminum Foil Shielding
In order for the system to accurately keep score, The RFID reader must ultimately ignore tags that are
located off of the board. Due to the fact that the reader must also detect tags across the entire board,
implementing this in the design proved to be difficult. The output power of the RFID reader and the
position of the antenna were constantly changed in an attempt to block out tags off the board, while still
being able to read tags that were at any location on the board. This method was abandoned after many
unsuccessful antenna placements.
In order to block out tag signals that were located off the board, an aluminum foil shielding method was
considered. Metal conductors are capable of partially blocking incoming radio waves from passing
through them. Using this knowledge, aluminum foil was selected as a cheap, easy to use metal that could
potentially block out tag signals located off the board. This design addition is discussed more thoroughly
in the Hardware section of the report.

5.2 Arduino Uno
The Simultaneous RFID Reader is outfitted with an Arduino shield footprint. Sparkfun also conveniently
provides Arduino code that implements different functionalities of the RFID reader. Therefore, it was
decided that an Arduino Uno would be used to control the functionality of the RFID reader and interface
with the 7-segment scoreboard and switch buttons.
5.2.1 Constant RFID Read Function
Sparkfun provides an example Arduino library for the Arduino to constantly get data from the RFID tags
[10]. The data retrieved corresponds to the RSSI, the strength of the signal, the signal frequency, the time
stamp, and the EPC, or the data that corresponds to each tag ID. The RSSI and the EPC bits determine
data necessary to check the distance of the tag to the antenna and the displayed tag. Code Snip 1
demonstrates these data bits read from the RFID provided by the example Arduino library in Sparkfun
[10].
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Code Snip 1: Arduino Uno code to obtain RSSI, frequency, time stamp, and tag EPC
Code Snip 1 constantly loops to retrieve information about the tags. Once it is retrieved, the

5.2.2 Bag Tracking
To keep track of the bags on the board, the function tag_conversion determines the bag number. Cornhole
uses eight bags, so each bag has a separate bag number that keeps track of it. The function of the RFID
object nano nano.msg[42] obtains the value of the final two digits in the tag ID. Because each tag ID has
different final numbers, the tracking function only requires these two digits. To keep track of the currently
thrown bag, the program uses the function tag_conversion. The parameter tags retains the last two digits
in the bag ID. Code Snip 2 demonstrates the tag_conversion function.
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Code Snip 2: Function that converts the bag’s RFID EPC values to readable values in code
Each bag value in Code Snip 2 corresponds to a team. The code uses these values to keep track of the
bags that the RFID picks up.

5.2.3 Tag Bypass and Delay for Proper Distance
If the RFID reader reads a bag that has already been previously detected, then the code should not check
or update the score. The tag bypass code ensures this occurs. tag_bypass holds the current obtained tag
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value and checks the board to determine if the RFID has already detected the bag. Code Snip 3 contains
the code to see if the RFID should skip detecting the bag.

Code Snip 3: Loop used to determine if the Arduino should skip reading the current tag.
Changing bypass_chk in Code Snip 3 allows the code to skip the function that provides delays for the
bags and the score updates.
Bag delay ensures that the bag being read maintains the same location throughout the bag detection
method. The int step_chk ensures the code loops three times before determining if the RFID reads the
bag. This ensures that a detection from a bag that falls off the board or flies over the board ignores the
bag. Code Snip 4 shows this delay.
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Code Snip 4: Loop to determine bag’s final position on the board.
This loop constantly obtains RFID values to ensure the position changes correctly on the board. Notice
the bypass_chk value in the loop: If the bypass_chk in Code Snip 4 changes to 1, then the Arduino code
skips the delay.
5.2.4 Point Determination
The Arduino must determine if a bag scores one point or three points. The function point_decision()
obtains a point value from the distance of the RSSI. Code Snip 5 showcases the function point_decision.
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Code Snip 5: Code that determines the number of points awarded per bag distance
Code Snip 5 uses the value -45 as distance determination because bags closer to the antenna read as less
negative values. A -40 value for the RSSI maintains a shorter distance to the antenna than a -50 value.
Because bags under the board closer to the antenna obtain a less negative value than those on the board
with shielding, this code determines if the bag rests under the hole or on the board. The long point stores
this value to calculate the score.
5.2.5 Team Selection
The team selection tells the program which team a detected bag belongs to. Red uses a value of 1, while
blue uses a value of 2.. Code Snip 6 showcases the team_creation() function that determines if the thrown
bag returns a 1 or a 2 for red and blue respectively.
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Code Snip 6: Function that provides the program the proper team value
The return of Code Snip 6 stores the value in the long team_type. Using the code from Code Snip 5 along
with the returned value from Code Snip 6, blue_3_pnts and red_3_pnts increment accordingly based on
the amount of three point bags for each team..
5.2.6 Before Round End Score Calculations
Using the information from Code Snip 2 for the tag value, Code Snip 5 for the point value, and Code Snip
6 for the team value, the function score(long tag, long team, long pnt) determines the score at the round’s
end.
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Code Snip 7: Code used to calculate the proper score value of the newest thrown bag
Code Snip 7 uses the tags[8] byte to store every tag value that the RFID reader has already detected. If
tags contains a zero before the byte detects the proper tag value, the byte places the current tag value at
the specified index. If the byte already contains the proper tag value, the code ignores the score update to
ensure old bags do not interfere with new ones.
5.2.7 Bag Knocked Off Board
We considered a failsafe to determine if a thrown bag could knock another off the board. The function
bag_knock_off accounts for the knocked-off bag. To check the new position of bags on the board, the
RFID reads 8000 more tags and places the values in tag_stayon. A new array stay_tags[8] collects each
value of tag_stayon and stores it once. The code then compares the values in stay_tags[8] and tags[8]
using a nested for loop and index comparisons. If the code finds matching indices, that value in tags resets
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to zero. If tags does not find each value in stay_tags, then a for loop cycles through tags and removes one
point from the proper team of each bag knocked off the board. Code Snip 8 demonstrates the process.
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Code Snip 8: Code used to determine if a bag falls off the board.
Code Snip 8 decrements red_score, red_round, and total_score if a red bag falls off the board. It also
decreases blue_score, blue_round, and total_score by 100 if a blue bag falls off. The 8000 cycles ensure
the RFID reader reads each bag on the board.
5.2.8 Bag Knocked in Hole
We put in another failsafe to check if a bag on the cornhole board gets knocked into the hole. The
function bag_point_3_check() determines if a bag falls into the hole after the score system registers it.
pnt_3_tag[8] provides a similar stand in function as stay_tags[8]. The ints blue_3 and red_3 keep track of
the number of red bags in the hole and blue bags in the hole. The RFID reads 4000 instances and keeps
track of each bag on the board.
The long tag_3_pnt obtains the current tag value, and a for loop cycles through stay_tags. If pnt_3_tag[8]
contains tag_3_pnt, then the loop_check value stores 1; if not, pnt_3_tag[8] stores tag_3_pnt. The code
counts the number of blue points and red points in another for loop and compares this value with the
current red and blue 3 point tally. If pnt_3_tag[8] contains more three point values than the global total,
then the score increments by two points. Code Snip 9 demonstrates this functionality.
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Code Snip 9: Code to determine if a bag falls into the hole.
Code Snip 9 compares the tag value to the global long that increments each time the RFID reads a three
point score. This applies when the next round button occurs.

5.3 7-Segment Scoreboard
In order to display the score during a cornhole game, some type of scoreboard that could interface with
the Arduino was required. An Adafruit 1.2” 7-Segment Display was selected as a scoreboard for the
system. This specific display was chosen due to the inexpensive cost and relatively easy interface
functionality with the Arduino Uno.
The 7-Segment Display is wired up to the Arduino through I2C. The Arduino ide requires the libraries
Adafruit LED Backpack, Adafruit GFX, Adafruit_BusIO for the compatible I2C on the seven segment
display [11]. These provide the code for the 7-segment display. When measuring from the bluetooth, the
client code provides the I2C master information necessary to update the scoreboard
5.3.1 Score Display Function
When demonstrating the project, we utilized the code in the Adafruit LED Backpack to start the 7
segment and create an object instance Matrix. The code in Code Snip 10 demonstrates writing a decimal
number to the 7 segment display.
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Code Snip 10: Code used to print the score to the 7-segment display.
The shown code writes the value from the score as a decimal. This uses the 7-segment object matrix to
write the master Arduino to the slave 7-segment display.
5.3.2 Score Display Function for SPI
The score written from the I2C configurator to attain the proper score value transfers from the client
master to the 7-seg slave [11]. Data needs to transfer from the Arduino to the server via SPI to provide
information to the I2C. Code Snip 11 demonstrates the transfer of SPI data from the Arduino.

Code Snip 11: The Bluetooth client code that transfers data to the 7-seg
The SPI Arduino library provides code for the SPI [12]. The SPI begin function resides in the setup, and
the other code replaces instances of Code Snip 10 shown in Section 5.3.1. This code provides the server
with two data values for the I2C in the client; one for the red team score and one for the blue team score.
To view the I2C required for the client, see Section 5.5.4 Bluetooth Client.

5.4 Switch Buttons
5.4.1 Round End
After the users throw all 8 of the bags onto the board, the round ends. Once a round has ended, the user
presses the round end button (Button 1) . This notifies the Arduino to calculate the overall round score
and display it on the 7-segment scoreboard. The code in Code Snip 12 showcases the score calculations
after the round end button is pressed.
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Code Snip 12: Calculations used to determine the score when the round ends
Code Snip 12 occurs after bag_knock_off_chk() and bag_point_3_chk(). When button 1 reads high, then
each of these functions occur.
5.4.2 Team Select
Button 2 determines when the team select occurs. Once the user presses the second button, a while loop
that contains the exit button, Button 5, loops until 5 is pressed. Two booleans, one for red score and one
for blue score, contain opposing values. When the user presses Button 2, the values of each boolean
switches. In this loop, the user can increment or decrement the score. Code Snip 13 showcases this team
select functionality.
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Code Snip 13: Determines the team selected for score increment and score decrement
5.4.3 Increment Score
Button 3 increments the score based on the team selected by the team select loop shown in Code Snip 13.
Code snip 14 demonstrates the score incrementation process.
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Code Snip 14: Increments the score based on buttons in case the user wishes to calculate the score
Within Code Snip 14, the function parameters called by button_increment are the red_score_tracker and
blue_score_tracker, or the booleans that switch to determine the selected team.
5.4.4 Decrement Score
Button 4 decrements the score after the team selection process occurs. The decrement code utilizes a
slightly different procedure because the score cannot decrease below zero. The code in Code Snip 15
demonstrates the decrement_score.
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Code Snip 15: Demonstrates the score decrementation feature on the board

5.5 Bluetooth Debugging
The debugger routes debug messages found in the bluetooth code to either a terminal window via UART
or SWD [13]. For this project, the debugger did not end up working, so we failed to test the bluetooth
client and server code, which means errors probably exist within the code. However we tried multiple
methods to debug the program, so this section describes the processes we took to debug the code.
5.5.1 GDB for Windows
GDB works as the debugger for Modus Toolbox, the program described in section 5.5.1 Modus Toolbox,
and it detects bugs and prints errors to the chosen debugging window. It requires a GNU to run the debug
application, and we tried installing two GNUs to run the GDB: MinGW and Cygwin. Cygwin was
incompatible with the GDB for Modus Toolbox, so we used MinGW. Many MinGW tutorials online
display outdated information, but we installed the latest version, version 6.3.0. Figure 6 showcases the
MinGW GNU Installer window.
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Figure 6: MinGW installer tool window
Once MinGW installs, click on each package that says “gdb” [14]. Once finished, the user must set the
environment path by right-clicking on This PC in the file explorer, clicking on “Properties,” clicking on
“Advanced System Settings,” clicking on “Environment Variables,” clicking on path, and copying the
path from the gdb installed files in the MinGW folder [14]. Figure 7 showcases the environment path of
the gdb.

Figure 7: Environment path for MinGW necessary to ensure gdb installs properly
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The highlighted file contains the path directory to gdb. Even with the environment path set for gdb and
with the gdb installation, Modus Toolbox did not recognize gdb as installed. However, the Linux terminal
acts as a GNU that can install gdb directly from the terminal.
5.5.2 GDB for Linux
To obtain GDB, we provided Ubuntu in the Windows Boot Manager. Ubuntu requires 4.1 GB of free
space, so we used a 16 GB flash drive. We installed Ubuntu provided by the website onto the 16 GB flash
drive in the computer. To ensure the computer has enough space allocated to Ubuntu, we created a
partition using disk management and set the space to 52 GB. Figure 8 shows the Ubuntu partition created
in disk management.

Figure 8: Partition that contains Ubuntu under disk management
Creating partition 6 in Figure 8 provides enough space for Ubuntu. This partition would read
“Unallocated” without Ubuntu already installed on it. After this, the boot manager in the bios can install
Ubuntu. Figure 9 shows the bios of a different computer because the BIOS cannot take screenshots, but
the process remains the same.
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Figure 9: Boot manager in the BIOS
Selecting “Ubuntu” in the BIOS will boot up Ubuntu. By following the terms displayed in the install
tutorial provided by the Ubuntu website [15], we installed Ubuntu. After this, opening up the terminal
window and typing sudo apt install gdb installs a proper GDB debugger for Modus Toolbox to debug.
5.5.3 Route to Terminal Window using UART
The debugger requires a terminal to transmit the messages to; therefore, the debugger can route messages
to the terminal window. The Hardware User Guide for the WICED CYW20706 [13] provides code to
debug the module using UART. The library wiced_hal_gpio.h provides the proper function to set the
debug to UART. Code Snip 16 demonstrates the code necessary to route the debug to the UART.
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Code Snip 16: Code required to utilize the UART for the debug messages
The init of the mesh app contains the puart_setBaudRate(0, 0, 115200) and wiced_set_debug_uart(uart)
lines. To change where the debugger debugs the server and client code, the debug configurations require
alterations. Figure 10 demonstrates how to route the debug configurations.

Figure 10: The debug configurations menu on Modus Toolbox
To determine the serial port in the Generic Serial that routes to the UART, type the command setserial -g
/dev/ttyS[0123456789] into the terminal window [16]. After setting the port, the program can debug the
server and client code. However, when running the code to set it on the board, the hardware debugging
option does not appear because the CYW20706 does not have a hardware debugger, so this option failed.
5.5.4 Segger J-Link
With no onboard debugger, the Segger J-Link provides an option to route debug messages via SWDIO
and SWDCLK. Figure 11 shows the J-Link used for the project.
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Figure 11: Segger J-Link Mini used for debugging server and client code using SWDIO and SWDCLK
The J-Link has two different methods to connect to the board. The first uses the debug pinouts on the
CYW 20706, as shown in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Debug pins on the CYW20706 to hook up the J-Link Mini
The debug pins shown in Figure 12 remain close together, so when soldering header pins to the debugger,
the pins connected using traditional soldering methods. The second method uses the SWDIO and the
SWDCLK pins from the board to take information from the SWDCLK and SWDIO pins on the J-Link.
VTref or Pin 1 on the J-Link hooks up to VDD, pin 3 connects to GND, pin 2 connects to SWDIO, and pin 4
connects to SWDCLK. The TX and RX pins on the board detect the presence of SWDIO and SWDCLK
if used, so Pin 33 and Pin 31 for RX and TX auto-detect as SWDIO and SWDCLK respectively [13].
However, the J-Link requires the software provided by Segger for the J-Link. This software installed
correctly on Windows, but Ubuntu was having problems installing this, and we could not figure out
why[17]. We tried the 64-bit DEB installer and the 64-Bit ARM installer, but running both programs in
Ubuntu failed from both the terminal window directory after allowing permissions with chmod x+, and
through the file folder.
5.5.5 OpenOCD
The OpenOCD program utilizes a terminal window for the on-chip debugger on the specific bluetooth
chip used. Because the WICED CYW20706 does not contain an on-chip debugger, this method could not
debug the chip. However, bluetooth modules with on-chip debuggers could utilize this method. sudo aptget install OpenOCD from the terminal window allows the terminal window access to the OpenOCD
program. Figure 13 demonstrates how to route debug messages to OpenOCD from Modus Toolbox.
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Figure 13: Debugger configuration for Modus Toolbox for OpenOCD
By using gdb_port, telnet_port, and tcl_port commands in the OpenOCD window, the program locates the
proper ports needed for OpenOCD. Figure 13 demonstrates where to write each port. ls /dev would also
find this.
5.5.6 PuTTY
PuTTY provides an open source terminal window that can read debug messages routed from the program.
TM Term stands as the open source terminal in Windows, while Linux uses PuTTY [18]. Windows can
install PuTTY, but Linux cannot install TM Term. Figure 14 shows the PuTTY terminal window.
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Figure 14: Terminal window for the PuTTY debug session
Entering hostname in the terminal window, or just reading the name that defaults when typing in
commands, provides the Host Name for PuTTY as shown in Figure 14. Setting the connection type to
Serial allows access to the serial terminal in Modus Toolbox. However, the debug configurations for
Modus Toolbox do not contain the configurations required for PuTTY, so the debugger did not compile.
5.5.7 CyBluetool
CyBluetool created by Cypress provides a debugger setup for the CYW20706 boards; WICED provides
this with the CYW20706 documentation [19]. The CyBluetool installer packages the user guide with the
Bluetool. Figure 15 displays the Bluetool terminal window.
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Figure 15: Terminal window for the CyBluetool Console
The CyBluetool in Ubuntu requires Qt for the proper terminal window. The terminal window does not
contain proper runtime binaries to run CyBluetool [20]. The licensing for Qt did not function properly on
Ubuntu, so CyBluetool would not run properly.
5.5.8 Recommendations for Future Projects
The OpenOCD method and the debugging via ModusToolbox UART Terminal methods provided the
closest debugging solutions. OpenOCD would not debug the code because the CYW20706 does not
contain an on-chip debugger. A BLE chip with an on-chip debugger like CYW430xx or CYW435xx
could debug the program properly with OpenOCD in Ubuntu. Running the UART Terminal and routing
the messages directly to the ModusToolbox terminal could not run the code onto the chip. We may have
overlooked a setting that might prevent this issue, so proper usage of this might provide a solution to the
debug issue.

5.6 Bluetooth Processing
The CYW20706 BLE module requires the eclipse bluetooth tool Modus Toolbox to run the code required
for the mesh network. Modus Toolbox already contains multiple libraries and code snips for the BLE.
Two code snips are required, the sensor server and the sensor client. The sensor server attains the current
state of a specific module, in this case RFID data transferred by adruino [21]. The client takes this data
and configures it so slave devices can use the data. The bluetooth states store conditions in the BLE mesh,
and properties allow the device to use different states. The Bluetooth works by obtaining SPI data from
the Arduino in the server, transferring the data from the server to client, the client message handler
utilizes this data and converts it to a readable I2C value, and the I2C of the 7-seg display displays the
score.
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5.6.1 Modus Toolbox
Modus Toolbox provides an Eclipse IDE that runs the bluetooth code. Cypress provides the Modus
Toolbox download for both Linux and Windows. $ cd /ModusToolbox/ide_<version>/eclipse provides
the proper directory in the Linux terminal window. The permissions $ chmod +x /ModusToolbox within
this folder allow the application to run, then type ModusToolbox to run it within the proper directory.
Figure 16demonstrates the ModusToolbox interface with the readme provided.

Figure 16: Proper ModusToolbox BLE tool with the readme in the code window
To create the program that provides the bluetooth server and client code, click the “New Application”
button in the quick access (bottom left of screen) panel. After this, select the panel that corresponds to the
chip. In this case, we used the CYW20706. Modus Toolbox prompts the user to select the application
[22]. Figure 17 shows the proper applications used in the project.
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Figure 17: Necessary programs for the bluetooth client and server
The Mesh Snip Sensor Client and Mesh Snip Sensor Server programs in Figure 17 default to a
temperature sensor. This means variables must change from TEMPERATURE to RFID_DATA for
readability. The Mesh Snip Sensor Server houses the premade server code in the
Mesh_Snip_Sensor_Server.c file, and the Mesh Snip Sensor Client houses the premade client code in the
Mesh_Snip_Sensor_Client.c file.
5.6.2 Bluetooth Terminal
The bluetooth terminal routes debug messages from both the server and client to the system. Because the
debugger failed to work, Figure 18 showcases the terminal window provided by Modus Toolbox.

Figure 18: Modus Toolbox terminal application
The Modus Toolbox terminal could potentially retain routed debug messages via UART, but with a
dysfunctional debugger, this did not occur.
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5.6.3 Bluetooth Server
The bluetooth server obtains data from the sensor and configures necessary values that the sensor
requires. The Arduino Uno transmits information from the RFID to the CYW20706 server via SPI. The
specific bluetooth module CYW20706 can only act as a master in I2C, but it can act as a slave via SPI.
The Arduino sends data about the score to the server, and the server requires data from the RFID. To
obtain this data, the mesh_core_config_sensor_t mesh_element1_sensors[] variable definition must
contain proper configured RFID values for the sensor initialization on the server [18]. Code Snip 15
establishes the properties of the RFID sensor in the enum mesh_core_config_sensor_t for
mesh_element1_sensors[].

Code Snip 17: Configures the properties required to run the sensor data provided by the Arduino
To alter data from the sensor to the client, the mesh_sensor_server_report_handler determines when an
event occurs on the server. This allows the client to pick up the event from the report handler to the
mesh_sensor_client_message_handler [18]. The code in Code Snip 17 showcases the event that the server
picks up data from the sensor in the event WICED_BT_MESH_SENSOR_GET.
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Code Snip 18: Necessary configurations for when the server receives data from the Arduino
Note the code in Code Snip 16 and Code Snip 17 do not display the entire function, only the portions that
we changed to configure the server and SPI. The test_pspi_driver function initializes the SPI and allows
the server to get data from the SPI. Code Snip 18 demonstrates the SPI functions necessary to attain the
data in the server.
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Code Snip 19: Functions required to determine the SPI data from the Arduino master
The CYW20706 Hardware User Guide [13] provides code for the SPI slave. The test_pspi_driver()
function initializes the proper CLK, MOSI, MISO, and CS pins for the SPI at pins 24, 27, 25, and 36
respectively on the CYW20706, which provides labels for each pin number. The wiced_hal_pspi_init
function shown in the SPI library [23] documentation initializes the board as a slave slave and calls the
receive function. The receive function test_spiffy1_slave_receive_byte attains a data byte and ensures that
set_RFID_data has the byte received from the Arduino. The set_RFID_data function sets the global
tag_data to the byte received. The tag_byte sets the RFID data for the void
mesh_sensor_client_message_handler from the client to obtain and set to the 7-Segment display.
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5.6.4 Bluetooth Client
The Bluetooth client takes the data from the server through the void
mesh_sensor_client_message_handler and this allows for data alterations in the bluetooth client [18].
Every time the server updates, the bluetooth client can detect data from an event in the message handler.
The data must be transferred via the WICED_BT_MESH_TX_COMPLETE because SPI transfers the
data to the server. The code in Code Snip 20 showcases the proper message in the message handler.

Code Snip 20: Function required for data transfer to the client
The bluetooth client can use the code in Code Snip 20 to retrieve the data. The Client configures the I2C
necessary for the seven segment using the code in Code Snip 21. The hardware user guide provides this
code [13].
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Code Snip 21: I2C code required to set data
The code in Code Snip 21 provides the proper pin numbers for the I2C connection. The
I2C_data_calculations function writes the data to the I2C based on the value in tag_data written by the
message handler. The definitions are defined in the variable definitions section of the code. Code Snip 22
provides code to send the data from the I2C client master to the 7-segment display slave.
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Code Snip 22: Transfers data from the client master to the 7-seg slave
The code in Code Snip 22 Transfers data via the I2C bits in the client module. The Bluetooth configures
the SDA pin to pin 35, and the SCL to pin 37 [13]. The scoreboard displays the score data in decimal. The
score value displays the total score of the game.
5.6.5 Mesh Client Control
Mesh Client Control stands as a bluetooth provisioner; the provisioner creates a database that checks for
the status of every bluetooth device in the bluetooth mesh network [24]. Figure 19 demonstrates the
interface of the Mesh Client Control platform.
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Figure 19: Mesh Client Control provides a database for the mesh network that keeps track of bluetooth
devices
The quick panel in Modus Toolbox allows the user to quickly utilize the Mesh Client Control application
for Linux. The quick panel titles it ClientControlMesh, while the window displays Mesh Client Control.
Linux does not use the alternative MeshClient application, so Modus Toolbox should use
ClientControlMesh. To provide network locations, Modus Toolbox must run the server and client codes
to the corresponding devices. Once read, the port number that contains the HCI UART
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Chapter 6: System Construction
6.1 Hardware
This section discusses all hardware construction and circuit/wiring designs.

6.1.1 Connecting the External Antenna
The RFID reader is outfitted with its own internal antenna. However, this internal antenna did not have a
large enough range to meet the requirements of the system. Therefore, an external antenna was utilized to
increase the overall read range of the RFID reader.
There were a few changes that needed to be made to the RFID reader in order to attach the external
antenna. First, the solder jumper to the internal antenna had to be cleared. Next, a blob of solder was
added to close the connection to the u.FL connector. The u.FL connector is used as a connection port on
the board for the external antenna. Figure 20 shows the procedure mentioned above.

Figure 20: External Antenna Hookup

6.1.2 Aluminum Foil Shielding Methods
In order to block out signals coming from off the board, aluminum foil was used as shielding. To ensure
full coverage around the cornhole board, cardboard was cut to enclose the area below the cornhole board.
Each cardboard cutout was wrapped in aluminum foil covering and outfitted to the sides of the board. The
constructed shielding around the board is shown in Figure 21. With some more tweaking of the antenna
position underneath the board, all tag signals located off of the board were blocked completely.
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Figure 21: Aluminum foil shielding around board
In order to differentiate signals in the hole from signals on the board, more shielding was needed
underneath the board. The goal was to attenuate the signals coming from on the board rather than block
them out completely. Two different shielding designs were tested. The design in Figure 22 utilized a
criss-cross pattern to shield the bags along with a circular strip of aluminum foil around the hole to block
off bags close to the hole.

Figure 22: Shielding Method 1
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This design managed to block bag signals, but was inconsistent. Bags directly next to the hole and in
some areas near the outer edge of the board were occasionally being read as 3 point values (in the hole).
Some bag signals were being completely blocked out and weren’t getting recognized by the RFId reader.
Due to these inconsistencies, a new design was developed, shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Shielding Method 2
A triangular shaped aluminum foil strip was placed just below the hole. This triangular strip helped the
RFID reader do a much better job of registering bags below the hole as 1 point. The use of wider strips in
the grid pattern also improved the attenuation of bag signals on the board. Due to the position of the
antenna underneath the board, no shielding was needed on the upper half of the board above the hole.

6.1.3 7-Segment Hookup
Figure 24 shows the 5 pin layout of the 7-segment display on a breadboard. Adafruit provided a full
walkthrough on how to connect the display directly to an Arduino Uno. The display communicates
through I2C. Therefore, the SDA and SCL pins on the Arduino were utilized. The “D” pin (I2C data pin)
of the display is directly connected to the SDA pin of the Arduino while the “C” pin (I2C clock pin) is
directly connected to the SCL pin.. The “+” pin of the display was connected to a 5V pin on the Arduino
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while the “-” pin was connected to a ground pin. The “IO” pin (I2C bus voltage) of the display was
connected to the 5V “+” pin using a jumper wire.

Figure 24: 7-Segment Display wiring

6.1.4 Switch Button Hookup
Figure 25 shows the schematic layout of the switch buttons hooked up to the Arduino Uno. Arduino
provided a full walkthrough on how to wire and configure a switch button to the Arduino. The circuit
only shows the connection of a single switch button but was duplicated for the other four buttons. Five
10kΩ resistors were used as pulldown resistors for each switch button. One leg of each switch button was
connected directly to a GPIO pin of the arduino. The round end button (button 1), team select button
(button 2), increment score button (button 3), decrement score button (button 4), and end team select
button (button 5) were connected to the Arduino GPIO pins 7, 4, 5, 6, 8, respectively.
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Figure 25: Switch Button Schematic
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Chapter 7: System Performance
This chapter discusses the overall performance of the finished system, compared to the engineering
requirements and specifications.

7.1 Requirements and Specifications Check
This section compares the final system accomplishments to the original engineering requirements and
specifications outlined in chapter 2. Table X shows the final system results compared to the original
specifications.
TABLE X: ORIGINAL ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS CHECK

Engineering Specifications

Final System Results

The automated cornhole board must be capable of
incrementing a team’s score by three points when
a bag is tossed through the hole [1].

The system is able to determine if a bag has been
tossed through the hole and increments that
teams score by three points.

The automated cornhole board must be capable of
incrementing a team’s score by one point when a
bag lands on the board [1].

The system is able to determine if a bag has been
tossed on the board and increments that teams
score by one point.

The automated cornhole board must be capable of
detecting the team that is currently tossing [1].

Using RFID tags with TID’s, the system is able
to detect which team is currently tossing a bag.

The addition of the automatic scoring system will
not increase the weight of a standard cornhole set
by more than ten pounds.

The weight of the automatic scoring system does
not exceed ten pounds.

The automated cornhole board must be able to
detect position of bag for each toss with an
accuracy of 90%.

100 “toss tests” were done that included
throwing bags on the board, off the board, and
through the hole. These tests resulted in
detection accuracy of over 90%.

The automated cornhole board’s length and width
measurements must fit these guidelines [1]: “48
inches” long by “24 inches” wide, the front must
be “3-4 inches” high, and the back must be “12
inches” high.

The cornhole board that was used fits within the
size guidelines.
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Radio frequencies between [3] “2400 to 2438.5
MHz” induced by a “low-power signal” with
“100 mW” power at most.

Due to problems implementing bluetooth
communication, this specification was not met.

The BLE mesh network communication range
must measure, at minimum, “45 feet” [1].

Due to problems that were encountered
involving the bluetooth debugger, the bluetooth
capabilities of the system could not be tested.

System must be waterproof and able to operate in
temperatures ranging from 0 to 70° C

Waterproofing the system was not completed.

A scoreboard above both cornhole boards will
display the score after each round

Only one scoreboard was configured to display
the score. However, the scoreboard displays the
score correctly.

Mobile devices display updated scores after each
round.

Due to time constraints, a mobile application
was not developed.

All system components exist on the bottom or
side of the cornhole board [1].

The completed system was not mounted to the
bottom of the board because of accessibility
issues during testing.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1 Accomplishments
As a whole, the design and implementation of the Automated Cornhole Scorekeeping System was a
success. The final system is able to accurately locate bag tosses on the board, off the board, and through
the hole. The system is also able to recognize when a bag has been knocked off the board or in the hole by
another bag toss. Interfacing between the RFID reader, Arduino Uno, 7-segment display, and switch
buttons was accomplished. Although bluetooth communication was not accomplished, both group
members are happy with the developed system and its capabilities. Below is a link to a demonstration
video of the system’s capabilities.

Demonstration Link
https://youtu.be/iw8g2jLrht8

8.2 Future Improvements
There are several improvements that could be made to the designed system in the future. Obviously,
implementing the bluetooth communication between both boards would be a huge improvement. The
debugger implementation would help ensure the code runs and produces the proper functionality.
Developing a phone application to display live scores would most likely take a lot of time and research
but would be a great addition to add to the project in the future. The inclusion of another server for the
GATT ClientControlMesh application would allow for multiple RFIDs to obtain and transmit data from
more locations. Either implementing another RFID shield above the first with another antenna, feeding to
another server device, or using two Arduinos and RFIDs along with another server module to send data
could connect the second board to the ClientControlMesh.
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Appendix A: ABET Sr. Project Analysis
Project Name: Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System
Student Name: Dominic Mingione and Jason Chandler
Advisor’s Name: Dale Dolan
1. Summary of Functional Requirements
Describe the overall capabilities or functions of your project or design. Describe what your
project does. (Do not describe how you designed it).
Due to the confusing scoring system and rules of the popular lawn game cornhole, many novice
and avid players have difficulty accurately keeping score on a consistent basis. To alleviate this
problem, the Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System implements technology that eliminates
the need to keep score manually in a game of cornhole. Two cornhole boards, configured with the
score keeping system, are able to accurately keep score for both teams throughout the entirety of
the game. Both boards are able to precisely detect if a bag lands on the board, goes through the
hole on the board, or completely misses the board. After each successive round, the system
updates each team's score (if applicable) based on the official cornhole scoring and rules system.
After the completion of a game, both boards reset each score back to zero. With the Automated
Cornhole Score Keeping System, games run more smoothly and eliminate the chance of any
scorekeeping errors.

2. Primary Constraints
Describe significant challenges or difficulties associated with your project or implementation.
For example, what were limiting factors, or other issues that impacted your approach?
The Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System needs to be capable of detecting all possible toss
outcomes. Implementing this is quite difficult due to the multitude of outcomes and the
possibility of certain tosses knocking existing tosses off of the board. The use of an RFID system
accompanied by a compatible antenna makes it possible to detect and locate each bag toss.
However, it was very difficult finding the perfect position for the antenna that would allow bags
to be read across the entire board but also ignored outside of the board. Constant troubleshooting
with shielding methods and positioning of the antenna took up a majority of EE 461 before a
suitable design was found that met the system requirements.
The most significant issue that impacted the project was the implementation of the Bluetooth
network.
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3. Economic
•What economic impacts result? Consider:
Human Capital – What people do.
Creating a cornhole game with automated scoring alleviates any confusion and resolves
any discrepancies among players. This will eliminate any stress associated with keeping
score manually and ultimately make the game more enjoyable for people to play.

Financial Capital – Monetary instruments.
The implementation of this project is relatively cheap based on the cost estimate seen
above and should not present any problems when it comes to financial capital.

Manufactured or Real Capital – Made by people and their tools.
The Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System requires the use of a Bluetooth
processor, a 5V power supply, a 7-segment display, 5 switch buttons, a Simultaneous
RFID Reader, a UHF antenna, 16 RFID tags, and a cornhole board set. The use of these
products in the designed system may impact their availability to other customers if a
substantial amount of board systems are made per year.

Natural Capital – The Earth’s resources and bio-capacity.
The Automated Cornhole Score Keeping System requires two standard size cornhole boards.
Cornhole boards can be made out of plastic materials or wood. For this specific project, wood
was used to build each board with the following dimensions.
-

4 pieces of 2” x 4” x 48” wood used for the frame

-

4 pieces of 2” x 4” x 20” wood used for the frame

-

4 pieces of 2” x 4” x 12” wood used for the legs

-

2 pieces ½” x 24” x 48” plywood for board surface

• When and where do costs and benefits accrue throughout the project’s lifecycle?
The costs of the project will accrue during the development of the overall system. Purchasing
products required for the design and labor will account for these costs. Benefits will start accruing
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when the system is finished and players are able to play cornhole with the Automated Cornhole
Score Keeping System.

• What inputs does the project require? How much does the project cost? Who pays?

The inputs of the project include the following:
-

Cornhole board set (2)

-

AC/DC Wall Mount Adapter 5V 10W (1)

-

CYW20819 Embedded Bluetooth Processor (2)

-

UHF RFID Antenna (1)

-

104030003 7-segment display (2)

-

SparkFun Simultaneous RFID Reader (1)

-

UHF RFID Buttons (8)

- Switch Buttons (5)

Based on the cost estimates, the final cost for all components necessary to build the system is
$560.05. With the use of the Cal Poly EE departments $200 contribution, this cost reduces to
$360.05. This cost will be split evenly between both Dominic Mingione and Jason Chandler.
Original estimated cost of component parts (as of the start of your project).
The estimated cost of component parts is $560.05.

Additional equipment costs (any equipment needed for development?)
Other additional equipment such as testing/building tools will be required to develop the
system. These will not add additional cost to the project due to the fact that essential
equipment (multimeters, circuit components, hardware tools) are already owned by both
project team members.

When do products emerge? How long do products exist? What maintenance or operation costs
exist?
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The product will emerge right after the design has been perfected and the system is
constructed. The product can be used at friendly gatherings or cornhole tournaments. As
long as the system is handled with care, no major maintenance is required. The only input
needed by the user is an electrical outlet to power the system. However, because of wear
and tear, it can be assumed that cornhole bags/boards would need to be replaced after
extensive use.

Original estimated development time (as of the start of your project), as per Gantt Chart
The estimated development time for the project is 165 hours.

4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
• Estimated number of devices sold per year
It is estimated that 150k-200k cornhole game sets are sold each year in the United States.
As a best-case scenario, it can be estimated that the number of units sold would be
between 15k-20k, or 10% of the existing market.

• Estimated manufacturing cost for each device
To fully develop the system, we will need two standard size cornhole boards, two
CYW20707 Embedded Bluetooth Processors, a 5V AC/DC Wall Mount Adapter, two 7segment displays, eight UHF RFID tags, a UHF RFID antenna, 5 switch buttons, and a
Simultaneous RFID reader. Without including labor costs, the estimated cost to buy/build
the system with all of these components is $560.05.

• Estimated purchase price for each device
If we assume that the software for the system has already been condensed and is ready to
program into the system, it is estimated that it would take 1 hour to construct an entire
board/system. With labor costs coming out to $30.00 per hour, the final manufacturing
cost is $560.05. If you add in a markup percentage of 30% the final purchase price comes
out to be $728.65.
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• Estimated profit per year
The overall revenue per year for the system would be:
( $728.65 x 17.5k units sold) = $12,751,375

Therefore, the overall profit per year would be:
$12,751,375 – ($560.05 x 17.5k units) = $2,950,500

• Estimated cost for user to operate device, per unit time (specify time interval)
There will be no cost to the user to operate the device other than the $728.65 selling
price.

5. Environmental
• Describe any environmental impacts associated with manufacturing or use, explain where they
occur and quantify.
One environmental impact associated with manufacturing is the use of wood to construct
each cornhole board. This ultimately contributes to deforestation. Another environmental
impact can be associated with the E-waste produced by the electrical components used in
the system.

• Which natural resources and ecosystem services does the project use directly and indirectly?
This project directly uses wood as a natural resource.

• Which natural resources and ecosystem services does the project improve or harm?
This project increases deforestation by using wood to manufacture each cornhole board.

• How does the project impact other species?
Due to the fact that this project will increase deforestation, many wildlife species may be
affected. Wherever the wood is coming from, the wildlife species that live there are left
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without a suitable environment to live in. This could lead to the endangerment of some
species or a complete collapse of the ecosystem food chain.
6. Manufacturability
Describe any issues or challenges associated with manufacturing.
Once the design of the system is finished and software has been developed,
manufacturing is fairly simple. Simple connections need to be made between electrical
components and each device needs to be mounted onto the cornhole board. However,
actually obtaining the parts needed to build the system could become difficult. Having a
cheap, efficient wood manufacturer would be essential to the manufacturing flow. If
wood cannot be supplied in an efficient manner than production would decrease
drastically. The availability of the electronic components used is also a huge factor in the
manufacturing process. If for some reason one of the components demand increased, it
may be harder to purchase in large quantities.
7. Sustainability
• Describe any issues or challenges associated with maintaining the completed device, or system.
As long as the system is handled with care, no problems should arise while maintaining
the device. Unfortunately, the finished system was not constructed to be water resistant.
This requires the system to be stored in a suitable area when not in use and will limit the
overall use depending on the weather.

• Describe how the project impacts the sustainable use of resources.
Due to the fact that trees must be cut down to supply wood, this project directly impacts
the sustainability of wood use.
• Describe any upgrades that would improve the design of the project.
In terms of sustainability, using recycled materials would improve the design of the
project. This would reduce the impact on deforestation and lower the E-waste produced.
• Describe any issues or challenges associated with upgrading the design.
If recycled material was used for this project, the amount of production time and total
cost would most likely increase. It would be difficult to find a wood source that sells
recycled wood at a reasonable price.

8. Ethical
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Describe ethical implications relating to the design, manufacture, use, or misuse of the project.
Analyze using one or more ethical frameworks in addition to the IEEE Code of Ethics.
One ethical implication relating to the design is the overall scoring accuracy of the
system. You would like to have a scoring system that has 100% accuracy, but this is not
realistic. To follow the third element of the IEEE Code of Ethics (to be honest and
realistic in stating claims or estimates based on available data) extensive testing will be
done to provide a scoring accuracy percentage that is honest and realistic. The overall
project has ethical implications that coincide with the “common good approach”. This
project does not exclude any group of individuals and if anything will bring society
together. Adding automation scoring to cornhole will urge more people to play who were
originally skeptical due to the confusing scoring system. Increasing the cornhole players
throughout communities would strengthen the popularity of the game and ultimately
bring people together.
9. Health and Safety
Describe any health and safety concerns associated with design, manufacture or use of the
project.
The manufacturing of the electronic components in this project pose some health and
safety concerns. Most electronic manufacturers use Benzene to clean components, which
can contaminate groundwater if leaks occur. Copper is also used extensively in electronic
components. Too much exposure to Copper can cause health problems that range from
minor issues like headaches and nausea to more serious matters that include kidney and
liver damage.
Also, most users play cornhole in an outside environment. If playing outside, users
should take caution and keep in mind the possible health hazards associated with long
exposure to the sun.

10. Social and Political
• Describe social and political issues associated with design, manufacture, and use.
The use of the system might cause social issues amongst different economic classes. The
price to buy a system is not necessarily cheap, which means not all people will be able to
afford it.
• Who does the project impact? Who are the direct and indirect stakeholders?
The project impacts the overall cornhole economic market. If this system is sold on a
national level, companies within the cornhole market will be affected. This project also
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directly impacts people that buy it. It will give people a more enjoyable experience when
playing cornhole.

• How does the project benefit or harm various stakeholders?
This project will benefit the overall cornhole industry. Creating an automated scoring
system will most likely spark more interest in the game of cornhole and get people
excited to learn how to play.

• To what extent do stakeholders benefit equally? Pay equally? Does the project create any
inequities?
All of the stakeholders will benefit equally. If the system functions as it was meant to,
every user will be able to play cornhole without having to worry about keeping score
manually. Also, the cornhole industry will most likely grow both financially and in
popularity with a convenient product like the Automated Cornhole Scorekeeping System.

11. Development
Describe any new tools or techniques, used for either development or analysis that you learned
independently during the course of your project.
The CYW20706 Embedded Bluetooth Processor was originally going to be used to develop
bluetooth communication between both boards. Bluetooth communication was a topic that both
team members were unfamiliar with, so a lot was learned during the span of the project. Ubuntu
is another takeaway from the senior project. Neither of us used Linux before this, so learning
about running commands and installing tools in the Linux terminal window promoted a useful
practice for the future. The Client Mesh Application demonstrated how Bluetooth networks
communicate. This in tandem with the server and client code in Modus Toolbox demonstrated
how BLE communication works. The project also taught about the use of a debugging tool for
eclipse programs. Before this, we both assumed that debugging tools came with the program.
Installing and using gdb and various other debuggers taught us that different situations require
different debugging tools, and that open source debugging tools like gdb provide a wide array of
applications. Working with PuTTY demonstrated the format and conditions required when using
open source debugging terminals.
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